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Utah Action Coalition for Health Coordinating Council (UACH) 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 

3:00 pm – 4:30 pm 

  HealthInsight Boardroom 

756 E. Winchester Street, Salt Lake City, UT   

 

 

Minutes 

 
In Attendance: 

Beth Cole (UONL Board), Joan Gallegos (HealthInsight), Michele Gentz (HealthInsight), Linda Hofmann (IHC), Kathleen Kaufman 

(Utah Nurse Association), Sri Koduri (UMEC), Gail McGuill (Shriners Hospital), Juliana Preston (HealthInsight), Carolyn Reese 

(UHCA Nurse Consultant) 
 

 

Introductions 

 Joan Gallegos welcomed the group and introductions were made. 

 

Minutes of August 28th 

 Minutes of August 28, 2013 were approved. 

 

Medicaid Expansion of Nurse Practitioner Services & Fee Schedule Reimbursement 

 The Medical Care Advisory Committee (MCAC) approved expansion of Medicaid reimbursement for all nurse practitioner (NP) 

services at the October MCAC meeting.  Now the Medicaid program will proceed with implementing this change, including 

federal state plan changes, rulemaking, provider manual updates, etc.  In the past, only pediatric NPs and family NPs were 

covered, as mandated by federal law.  

 Medicaid is looking at paying new NPs at 75% of the physician fee schedule which is not what we want.  We need equal pay for 

equal service. Several members of the MCAC challenged this recommendation, and a representative from the Disability Law 

Center recommended that NPs be paid at 100% of the physician fee schedule.  Other citizen members and Lincoln Nehring/Utah 

Children were supportive of a comparable reimbursement.  Michael Hales, Medicaid Director, then deferred a decision on the 

issue until more research was done on the issue.  When queried about why Medicaid was recommending 75%, Michael Hales did 

not have a rationale other than past precedence.  Certified nurse midwives are paid at 75% of the physician fee schedule presently. 

 A week later, Danielle Pendergrass, NP from the Eastern Women’s Clinic in Price, and Joan met with Michael Hales about the 

NP fee schedule and provided him with some documents (Joan passed the documents out during the meeting).  We looked at 

equal pay for equal service.  The advanced practice RN data that Sri gave us was helpful.  Michael Hales seemed receptive to our 

argument.  The primary thesis is the fiscal note on this expansion should be rather small and could be absorbed within existing 

Medicaid dollars.    Joan believes that Medicaid will not adopt 75% of the physician fee schedule but will maybe settle around 85-

90% of the physician fee schedule.  Michael Hales promised to let Joan know the results of his research.      

 If the Medicaid program does not recommend a comparable NP fee schedule at the November MCAC meeting, Joan is meeting 

with individual MCAC members to get them persuaded to vote for the 100% physician fee schedule option and not vote for the 

Medicaid recommended position.  

 Steve Mickelson, a NP and Director of  Nurses at the Utah County Health Department, is a new MCAC member and Joan will 

plan on meeting with him next week on the NP reimbursement issue.  Joan and Danielle Pendergrass have already met with 

Andrew Riggle, Disability Law Center and MCAC member, to get his support on the NP fee schedule issue. 

 We now have our “foot in the door” and have won the first major policy battle with all NPs being covered under Medicaid.   

 In summary, Joan thinks there is a good chance Medicaid will go for a more fair reimbursement.  If Michael Hales recommends 

anything less than 100%, the committee members will be poised to reject the proposal.     

 It may be a good idea to encourage physicians to get to know NPs.  It appears those who are involved with NPs are very 

enthusiastic about working with them.     

 People were surprised that the NP expansion went through so easily.   

 Joan is now receiving a lot of calls from certified nurse midwives (CNMs) saying they want their reimbursement increased from 

75% of the physician fee schedule to 100%.   Joan will be meeting with Leissa Roberts and the certified nurse midwives and will 

plan on working on their reimbursement at a later date.   
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 We need to look at how many CNMs there are to ascertain the Medicaid fiscal impact of a fee increase.  Sri thought there were 

between 130 and 150 CNMs in the state.    

 Joan will be in touch with Kathleen on getting equal pay for CNMs if it requires lobbying for a legislative appropriation.   

 Long-term care – Donna Lister with Southern University is head of academic leadership, and HealthInsight is looking at 

partnering with the schools and nurses in long-term care facilities to improve their assessment skills. Long-term care nurses are at 

a critical juncture in preventing inappropriate hospital admissions.  It is hoped that the nursing schools could help the long-term 

care nurses improve their assessment skills to avoid inappropriate hospital admissions while improving patient care and saving 

money.  Carolyn is trying to get someone to come to the next Utah Health Care Association convention to present to nurses on 

geriatric care.  BYU does have a program in place to address this. Larry Garrett, HealthInsight, reported that long-term care 

nurses are asking for this assessment skill training.  We could involve NPs in this initiative to provide improved assessment skills 

for RNs in the facilities that would prevent readmissions within 30 days.   

 

Governor’s Health Summit 2013 & Medicaid Expansion Options 

 Juliana has participated on the Payment Reform Workgroup for the SIM Grant.  Juliana reported that staff from HealthInsight are 

part of other workgroups (health information technology, workforce, prevention, medical malpractice).  A summary of the results 

of the various work groups was briefly discussed.  

 The grant has 2 phases:  1) create the plan due by the end of November and 2) a new grant proposal with significant funding from 

the Federal Government to test these interventions (probably the beginning of the year).   

 Medicaid expansion – the decision has not been made by the Governor as of yet.   

 It was very interesting to hear how other intermountain states have handled their Medicaid expansion.  All surrounding states, 

with the exception of Idaho, are opting to expand Medicaid as part of the Affordable Care Act.   

 At the Summit, the group heard from a panel of workgroups that the Governor commissioned to give different options for 

Medicaid expansion (go with total expansion  all the way down to charity care, etc.).   

 Kathleen added that there is a video on uTube to explain to people what Medicaid expansion means.  Kathleen will send this 

link to Michele to send out to the group.   

 Utah Health Policy Project – has a good, tailored presentation, and they will come talk to you.  They would be a good source of 

information on this topic.  If anyone is interested in having UHPP come, let Sri know.    

 The biggest issue is economics.  Kathleen is hearing the same from the UNA lobbyists.   

 Juliana will send a link about the Summit to Michele to send out to the group.  

 

Nurse Residency Program Update 

 Remove barriers to existing RN practice – focusing on NPs is one of the UACH’s initiatives.   

 Another Institute of Medicine recommendation is to implement nurse residency programs - we are moving forward with that quite 

rapidly.   

 Davis Hospital is up and running.  They have residents right now, and they are trained on the data system.   

 The U of U Hospital will be up and running in September 2014.  Joan is working with them on their curriculum right now.  They 

have had a lot of change in staff.  They will be the last to launch.   

 Huntsman Cancer Institute is up and running.  Joan has all their demographics and Casey-Fink data to load into the system.  They 

have completed training.  They are expanding with the preceptors, etc. and looking at what residents want throughout the year.   

 Maureen Keefe will be back next month.  Maureen suggested using REDCAP in the grant.  Bob Wong has developed this data 

system, and it is really easy to work with.  Training for all hospitals will be finished on Thursday.  The system generates all the 

survey tools, using the Intermountain preceptor form and using the VA’s Mentor form.  We are also using the VA’s Residency 

Competency Assessment with some revisions.   We are also administering Casey Fink (a national tool on nurse satisfaction – 

baseline, 6 months, and 12 months).  Nurse residents enter the data, and the site coordinators can analyze their own hospital data.  

HealthInsight can review the data for all of the programs.  Joan is very pleased with the REDCAP system and how simple it is to 

use.   

 The VA Hospital already graduated one of their cohorts.  They will decide whether they hire them or whether the residents want 

to stay.  For the last cohort, they hired all the residents except for one who transferred to an out-of-state VA hospital.   

 Utah Valley is finalizing their curriculum and just finished their training yesterday on the REDCAP system.  They are one of our 

biggest residency programs.  They bring in nurses from the rural areas too.  They will be operational in January.   

 Dixie will also be operational in January, and they are pretty good sized too.  They have had their training.  Dixie has some best 

practices in place on how they hire new nurses.   

 We did not get participation from Mountain Star and the Salt Lake Community College.  We will keep the door open for them. 

 Suzette Farmer (UCAP Coordinator) is supportive of nursing initiatives.  She got UCAP to approve a $6,000 budget if we get 

accepted on the abstract submitted to the National Honor Society of Nursing.  The abstract focused on the planning process for 

developing curriculum, getting the hospitals involved, etc.  If accepted, UCAP will pay for Joan to go to the conference and 

present what we have done.   

 A deliverable is due in November, and Joan will be preparing the submission.   

 Joan’s next focus is on curriculum and diversity issues.  Joan will bring the nurse resident programs together soon to share their 

best practices in regards to curriculum.   
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Questions: 

 Salt Lake Community College had the largest proportion of minorities in their school.  If each hospital has a strategy for attracting 

minority nurses, we may be able to use some of their elements, measures to see if residency has a better way of keeping the 

minority nurses that are there.  Joan said we are tracking minorities coming in, but there are not very many.  Utah does have a 

population that speaks more than one language – perhaps we draw them in too.  What are colleges doing to reach out to 

minorities?  The U of U had a program to engage and support them (follow them through and keep them networked.)  BYU didn’t 

have one.   Minorities from inner city schools also go to Salt Lake Community College.  

 Does Intermountain have strategies for engaging diversity?  Linda said they provide a diversity scholarship with Salt Lake 

Community College.  

 

UONL Fall Conference Report 

 There was a good discussion on UCAP initiatives.   

 Sri gave a presentation on how UMEC is working with nursing.  Sri will get to know some of the people involved in nursing 

education.  Sri said it was a good opportunity to know who’s who and let them know the value of data we provide.  Sri’s data is 

posted on the Campaign for Future Nursing website.  Sri said she hopes to have a report tomorrow released on APRN data.   

 In the past, legislation was passed that allows UMEC to be the nurse data center, but the legislature was supposed to fund the 

center and did not.  Sri said Rick Campbell, UMEC Director, is not actively advocating for a legislative appropriation presently.     

 Sri went to the Future of Nursing conference in May and hopes to go again next year.   

 No invitation for abstracts yet.   

 The afternoon session talked about change, talking to your staff about change, and preparing people for change. 

 Joan said she noticed a lot of new faces at this conference.  There were a lot of younger nurses there which was a great 

opportunity.  Beth hopes they all stay with UONL because we will definitely need them for the future.    

 Gay Cunningham will be the new President of UONL in January.   Joan will get in touch with Gay to coordinate on UACH 

issues.     
 

Rick Campbell/Utah Medical Education Center Meeting with DOPL 

 Rick sent Joan a summary of his meeting with DOPL about the Nurse Data Center (Joan passed out forms).  The purpose of the 

meeting was trying to get DOPL to approve increasing the RN licensing fees and to include a data collection component with 

licensure renewal. 

 DOPL is neutral on the proposal and will not actively support with the Legislature.   

 To include questions for DOPL – they have been understanding of the problem at hand but want a license fee quick, and adding 

questions to that is burdensome.   

 It will cost money whether with UMEC or DOPL.   

 Joan is wondering if it would be best to look at legislative appropriations – maybe do separate surveys.  Sri said they always 

wanted core questions for licensure, and then every 5 years do an in-depth survey.   

 At this point the legislative approach for a separate appropriation or working with DOPL so that a better understanding of the 

value of the proposal may be the best alternatives.  Juliana said we would have to prove the idea, and perhaps we could take all 

these different efforts for RN data collection and put them into one place (i.e., DOPL as a more efficient approach).   

 Sri said the DOPL position is pretty firm and entrenched.   

 Kathleen said DOPL carries a lot of weight with the Legislature.  The Legislature accepts what DOPL says.  We have a lot of 

homework to do if that is the case.    They are pretty powerful even though they are small.  

 Perhaps we reframe the issue and meet with appropriation chairs to discuss.   

 Because of Robert Wood Johnson funding and the prohibition on lobbying, Joan has to be careful about not getting involved with 

this.  Other nurses will have to take on the lobbying role.    

 Kathleen thinks there is no way at this point in the year to get through legislation.  We can work on the education part.  Sri said 

waiting another year is not problematic and will give us time to study the alternatives and educate the legislators.  This will 

prepare us for the next year.     

 DOPL doesn’t capture physician data and who is practicing what, etc.  

 Sri said their funding is based on 50% from the state and 50% from the teaching hospitals.    
 

Communication Sub-Committee Report 

 Maureen completed a draft communications plan and we are working on implementing portions of the plan.   

 We have been submitting articles in the various professional organizations’ newsletters to keep them appraised of the UACH 

efforts.   

 Now that the Action Coalition is off the ground and making progress, we should publicize our activities and accomplishments.   
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 Joan is working on getting an article for the newspaper (nurse residency expansion and highlight a nurse practitioner – making a 

difference in access to care).   Want TV stations to pick it up, too, as it could be a special interest story featuring a positive spin on 

the Affordable Care Act.   

 

Next Meeting & Adjourn 

 Sub-committees could meet over the next 2 months, but this Coordinating Council will not meet until January due to the holidays. 

 Joan will send reports from the committees out to the Council, so we don’t lose momentum.   

 Carolyn will report back to the Utah Hospital Association about these meetings.   

 
 


